
Minneapolis Public School – Bid Questions 

 

1. (pg. 17. Section E, Proposed Pricing – Fixed Fee/Case) Is it a requirement that each site receives 2 

deliveries per week? If two deliveries are required per site, is there a case commitment per 

delivery? 

a. It is not a requirement that each sites receives two deliveries a week. Depending on the 

size of the school (elementary, middle or high school), each school may receive up to two 

deliveries a week. Currently only the larger middle and high schools receives two 

deliveries a week. There are no case commitment per delivery. 

 

2. The value of the RFP stated $1-3 million annually. Does the district have estimates on what 

those deliveries would look like? Is there a certain minimum dollar amount to the winning 

distributor that MPS will commit to allow for regular consistent deliveries? 

a. The estimated value of the RFP was determined in the worst case scenario where the 

primary distributor stop fulfilling orders entirely and CWS utilize the secondary vendor 

for all purchases. As a secondary distributor, CWS does not guarantee a certain 

minimum dollar amount to the winning distributor. 

 

3. Will MPS commit to certain inventory levels to allow for proper inventory management? 

a. As a secondary distributor, CWS cannot commit to certain inventory levels. Based on the 

district needs, inventory availability and prices, CWS will work with secondary 

distributor for sourcing products. 

 



4. (pg. 16, section E. Fees and Costs, Definition of Contract Costs) States “FOB pricing – no freight 

allowed”, please explain. What if the vendor does not deliver and we must hire freight to deliver 

the product to the distributor? 

a. Freight is typically built into the per case price. In rare situations, like the one describe 

above, the Distributor must communicate to CWS and get prior approval from CWS for 

any additional freight Charges.  

 

5. (pg. 17, section E, Proposed Pricing – Fixed Fee/Case) – Please explain free delivery in “is there a 

minimum order value amount for free delivery?” Is MPS assuming that a distributor will have a 

delivery charge in addition to the case mark-up on each delivery?  

a. MPS is inquiring whether there is a minimum dollar amount or case amount that must 

be order in order to avoid any delivery fees. Example, School A order is only $100 for10 

cases, will the distributor charge a minimum ordered delivery fee in addition to the 

standard markup per case? 

 

6. (pg. 17, Fuel Surcharge) please explain extreme changes regarding fuel prices.  Is there a 

guideline or specific guidelines the district follows to determine “extreme changes”? 

a. If price of fuel spike due to some unforeseen event, then the District is willing to work 

with the Distributor to meet the deliveries needs. Example: Natural Disaster that cost 

fuel prices to spike. 

 

7. (pg. 40, General Instructions) Within the RFP it states to use pricing from the week of April 22, 

2019 but on Appendix 4, the market basket sheet states to use pricing from the week of 

November 25, 2019. Please clarify which week is to be used. 



a. November 25, 2019 

 

8. (pg. 15, section C Business Ethics) All employees receive a background check upon hire, is MPS 

requiring each personnel to have an additional check completed or will a copy of the already 

completed background check be sufficient? 

a. MPS is NOT requiring each personnel to have an additional check completed. A copy of 

the already completed background check is sufficient? 

 

9. (Appendix 4, Market Basket) Are the items included in the Market Basket the only items MPS 

plans on purchasing from the awarded secondary supplier? If not, how will MPS communicate 

that to the distributor? 

a. Items in the market basket are a sample. It will be used to compare prices of the 

distributor during the evaluation of the RFP. CWS Buyer will communicate the items 

needed to the distributor via an email.  

 

10. (pg. 11, section B Culinary and Wellness Services) Please explain “the District reserves the right 

to joint purchasing under this contract with St Paul Public Schools”. 

a. Example: if an item requires a full truck load to be purchase, the district may combine 

with St. Paul in order to meet that full truck load requirement.    

 

11. (pg. 21, paragraph 1) Please define late delivery, is there an allowed delivery window? 

a. Late delivery is any time after the agreed upon delivery time. The district will work with 

the distributor to come up with an agreed upon time that woks for both the district and 

the distributor. Notification to CWS about late deliveries is required. 



  

12. (pg. 21, paragraph 4) Please define what incomplete deliveries mean in reference to deliveries 

being refused. 

a. Incomplete deliveries are deliveries that are shorted, damage or does not conform to 

standards.  

 

13. There are some individual references to commodities, please confirm if the secondary 

distributor will be asked to handle any commodities? 

a. The secondary distributor will not be asked to handle any commodities for School year 

ending June 2020.   

 

14. What does the Minneapolis Schools menu cycle entail? How often does this change? 

a. MPS have a 6 week menu cycle. Menu changes occasionally thorough out the normal 

operating cycle. 

 

15. (pg. 5, Technology) Will the distributor need to provide guest login information to access our 

online ordering system, or can this be done once the bid process is complete through a demo? 

a. During the evaluation process, the District may request a guest login information to 

access the Distributor online ordering system.  

 

16. (pg. 5, Technology) What is Minneapolis Public Schools’ current SRM system? 

 
a. SAP Supplier Relationship Management 

17. Does MPS intend on purchasing full truckloads from the secondary supplier? Is there a list that 

can be provided regarding those items? 



a. MPS may purchase full truckloads from the secondary supplier depending on the 

District’s needs. MPS will work with secondary supplier as to product availability and 

prices to determine what is most advantageous for MPS. 

 

 


